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Hot-electron lifetimes in metals: A combinedab initio calculation and ballistic electron emission
spectroscopy analysis
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A first-principles analysis of ballistic electron emission spectroscopy~BEES! is used to extract hot-electron
lifetimes in metals. The lifetimes are computed within anab initio framework based on density-functional
theory and theGW approximation, and are used in a Keldysh Green function approach for the calculation of
BEES currents. For the two prototypical systems Au/Si and Pd/Si, which exhibit a significantly different
scattering dynamics, we find an excellent agreement with experiment, which allows an accurate determination
of hot-electron lifetimes.
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An accurate knowledge of inelastic hot-electron lifetim
in metals is of paramount importance for the understand
of a variety of important physical and chemical phenome
ranging from surface chemistry to the design of devic
based on metal-semiconductor junctions. However, the
perimental knowledge of hot-electron lifetimest(E) due to
electron-electron scatterings is still far from being comple
This somewhat surprising situation stems from the diffic
ties to extractt(E) from experiment, a procedure in whic
the various physical mechanisms at play are usually inex
cably intertwined. For that reason, the more attractive exp
mental techniques are those which allow the most direct
traction of lifetimes: besides the older standard technique
transport,1 photoemission and inverse photoemissio2

which, however, usually seem to overestimate lifetimes
recent years two-photon photoemission~2PPE! Ref. 3 and
ballistic electron emission spectroscopy~BEES! Ref. 4 have
received increasing interest. In 2PPE, one measures elec
excited in a two-photon cascade process: first, hot elect
are created by a femtosecond laser pulse; after a given
delay, a second pulse excites those electrons which have
suffered an inelastic scattering. Detection of these ioni
electrons is used to extractt(E). Unfortunately, the under
lying analysis still depends on a number of decisive mate
parameters and transport processes, e.g., on the interpl
intraband and interband excitations, the assumed amou
Drude absorption, Auger decay, and secondary electron3,5

which substantially hampers a comprehensive theory
2PPE including all these features. In contrast, in BEES
electrons are not excited by optical means but are injec
through a scanning-tunneling-microscope~STM! tip into a
thin metallic layer deposited on a semiconductor substr
For excess energies of the injected electrons slightly ab
the Schottky barrier, after passage through the metal
only those electrons which have not suffered an inela
scattering can overcome the barrier at the me
semiconductor interface, and are detected as the BEES
rent. The advantage of this technique, as compared to 2P
is the presence of the Schottky barrier which energetic
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filters all scattered and secondary electrons. This allow
rather direct extraction of lifetimes if a sufficiently sophis
cated theory is applied to analyze the experimental data

The first step in this direction was undertaken in Ref
where we calculated BEES currents using a parametr
t(E), and demonstrated the sensitivity of this method for
extraction of such transport parameters. In this paper,
proceed significantly further and improve upon two impo
tant points: first, we compute the hot-electron lifetim
within an ab initio framework based on density-function
theory ~DFT! @linearized augmented plane waves~LAPW!
basis7# and on the GW framework8,9 and second, we care
fully reexamine the tunneling process and abandon our
vious restriction to consider only nearest-neighbor inter
tions. As will be discussed below, within this scheme, t
whole BEES process of~1! tunneling,~2! transport through
the metallic layer, and~3! transmission/reflection at th
metal-semiconductor interface is now treated within a t
first-principles manner, thus rendering BEES an ideal tool
the extraction of accuratet(E) values. For the two prototypi-
cal Au/Si and Pd/Si systems,10,11 we find an almost perfec
agreement with experiment, which is a remarkable finding
view of the substantially different nature of inelastic scatt
ings in Au and Pd.

We start by calculating theab initio lifetimes of metals.
Our theoretical analysis follows the framework outlined
Echeniqueet al.12 We start from DFT band structure calcu
lations performed with theWIEN97 code7 which provide us
with the band structureEn and wave functionsfn(r), with n
labeling the band index and wave vector. These results
used within the GW-approximation framework for the calc
lation of the self-energy,13 whose imaginary part yieldst(E)
according to~we use atomic unitse25m5\51)12

t21~E0!5
1

p2 (
f
E

BZ
dq(

GG8

B0 f* ~q1G!B0 f~q1G8!

uq1Gu2

3I„2eGG8
21

~q,E02Ef !…, ~1!
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FIG. 1. Results of our
LAPW-GW calculations: DFT
band structure of~a! Au and ~b!
Pd; hot-electron lifetimes for~c!
Au and ~d! Pd, as computed from
Eq. ~1! for an equidistantk mesh
with 20320320 points.
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with q being a wave vector within the first Brillouin zon
BZ; G (G8) a reciprocal lattice wave vector; 0 andf the
initial and final states of the hot electron, respectively;B0 f
the hot-electron overlap matrix elements for a given wa
vector; ande the dielectric function calculated within th
usual random-phase approximation. We emphasize our
of the full LAPW wave functions for the calculation of th
overlap matrix elementsB, which we consider to be crucia
for the analysis of metals with strongly localizedd-band
states. Details of the calculation ofB, which turned out to be
the computationally most costly part of our numerical a
proach, are published elsewhere.14

Figures 1~a,b! show results of our LAPW band structur
calculations for Au and Pd, respectively. Here, the prim
difference between the two materials is the different en
getic position of the Fermi energyEF : while in Au the d
bands are located well belowEF , in Pd they cross the Ferm
level. As will be demonstrated in the following, this differe
alignment ofd bands andEF results in completely differen
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characteristics fort(E). Figures 1~c,d! show t(E) as com-
puted from Eq.~1!. Let us first concentrate on the results f
Au, Fig. 1~c!. For all initial states,t(E) nicely follows the
energy dependence predicted by electron-gas theory,t(E)
;(E2EF)22 @dotted line in Fig. 1~c!#, whereas the absolut
value of t(E) turns out to be about three times larger,
predicted by the electron-gas theory.15 This finding is in
agreement with the results of Campilloet al.16 and is attrib-
uted to genuine band structure effects. Furthermore, a cl
analysis of our results reveals only minor importance of d
namic screening and of local-field effects; the latter poin
in contradistinction to the pseudopotential calculations
Ref. 16 and clearly highlights the importance of using a m
realistic wave function description for the calculation
t(E) in transition metals. Next, we turn to the discussion
the Pd hot-electron lifetimes, Fig. 1~d!, which exhibit an en-
tirely different energy dependence that is almost cons
over a wide range of initial energiesE0;0.2–2.5 eV. This
surprising result is attributed to thed bands aroundEF , and
7-2
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FIG. 2. ~a! Tunneling current distribution in-
side the Au BZ and~b! corresponding current dis
tribution reaching the Au/Si interface~Si BZ and
the projected conduction-band ellipsoids a
shown for reference!. Both distributions are com-
puted forVt51.2 eV.
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can be understood qualitatively as follows~see Zarate
et al.17,18 for a related discussion!: because of the narrow
energy widthD of these bands@see Fig. 1~b!#, the mean
energy exchanged in an inelastic scattering is approxima
D, irrespective of the initial hot-electron energy, which r
sults in a constantt(E); in contrast, the paraboliclike dispe
sion of Au leads to a (E2EF) increase of the number o
scattering partners and of the phase space of final st
which results in the aforementioned electron-gas behavio
t(E). It is noteworthy that these simple arguments can o
provide a qualitative picture; detailedab initio calculations
are indispensable for obtaining accuratet(E) values~as also
evidenced by the dominant role of dynamic screening
local-field effects ont(E) in Pd, which will be discussed
elsewhere!.

In the second step, we use ourab initio lifetimest(E) for
the calculation of BEES currents. We follow the framewo
presented in Refs. 6,19 and calculate the BEES currentI BEES
as a function of tip voltageVt , according to:

I BEES~Vt!5E
Vb

Vt
dEE

BZ
dkiI b~E,kiVt!T~E,ki!S~E!. ~2!

Here the various terms can be associated to the diffe
steps of the usual four-step BEES model:20,21 ~1,2!
I b(E,ki ;Vt), the current distribution of injected electron
with energyE, and parallel wave vectorki reaching the in-
terface ~see below!; ~3! T(E,ki) the two-dimensional
quantum-mechanical transmission coefficient at the Scho
barrier19 ~with barrier heightVb); and ~4! S(E), a factor
accounting for phonon backscattering in Si of carriers t
have successfully overcome the barrier~see Refs. 6,19 for
our parametrization ofS(E) based on complementar
ensemble-Monte-Carlo simulations!.

The object of central importance in our BEES analysis
the current distribution I b(E,ki ;Vt) at the metal-
semiconductor interface. This distribution is comput
within a nonequilibrium Green’s functions formalism19 that
includes band structure effects by means of a tight-bind
parametrization.22 Firstly, if we neglect the multiple reflec
tions at the metallic layer, the BEES current can be expres
as:19

I b
(1)~E,ki!5

4e

\
ITr„Ĝ1,m21

A ~E,ki!V̂m21,mĜm1
R ~E,ki!

3V̂10~ki!r̂00~E!V̂01~ki!…, ~3!
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whereĜi j
R (Ĝi j

A) is the retarded~advanced! Green’s function
andV̂i j the hopping matrix element connecting layersi andj
in the metal; layer 1 andm correspond to surface and inte
face, respectively, and 0 denotes the last atom of the STM
~we assume that only one atom in the tip is active in

tunneling process! which has a density of statesr̂00(E); and
finally, the trace extends over our tight-binding basis. T
hot-electron lifetimes are included in all Green’s functions
an optical potentialh(E)5\/2t(E), which causes an attenu
ation of the BEES current in accordance with the inelas
nature of electron-electron scatterings and the acting of
Schottky barrier as an energy filter. Note that no difficulti
arise at this point due to our tight-binding parametrizatio22

~which is obtained fromab initio calculations!, since the hot-
electron propagation is a pure band structure effect whic

well described by means ofĜR,A in Eq. ~3!. We finally em-
phasize that our present analysis completely neglects qu
elastic scatterings in the metallic layer, e.g., electron-pho
interactions, an approximation only valid for thin films~see
Refs. 19,23 for a detailed discussion of phonon scatterin!.

For thin metallic films, the BEES current is noticeab
influenced by electrons which are reflected multiple tim
between surface and interface.10 In such processes, the qua
ity of the metal-semiconductor interface is of central impo
tance: quite generally, for high quality,ki is conserved at
interface scatterings, resulting inspecular reflection, whereas
for low quality there is noki conservation anddiffuse reflec-
tion occurs.24,25 For our present study, we assume specu
reflection for the high-quality Au/Si~111! interface~in accor-
dance with experimental26 and theoretical19,23 evidence!
whereas for Pd/Si we assume diffuse reflection.11 Within our
Green’s function approach, for specular reflection the con
bution to I b from the i th passage is given by Eq.~3! when
replacingm by (2i 11)m. For diffuse reflection electrons
scattered after the first passage exhibit a randomki distribu-
tion, which can be simulated by using a uniform initial tu
neling current distribution inki space.

The second important improvement of this paper conce
our description of the tunneling process, in which we ab
don our previous restriction of interactions between tip an
single atom in the metallic layer, but now allow for all po
sible tunneling paths. Hence, in real space,V̂01(R1i) be-
comes a matrix linking different sites in the surface layerR1i
with the tip-apex atom 0; the distance dependence of th
matrix elements is computed within the Wentzel-Kram
7-3
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FIG. 3. I BEES(Vt) spectra for~a! a 75 Å Au
film deposited on Si~111! ~Ref. 10! and~c! a 46 Å
Pd film deposited on Si~111! ~Ref. 11!. Solid
squares~lines! correspond to experiment~theory!.
Dashed-dotted lines show the accumulative co
tributions for different numbers of internal reflec
tions. Panels~b! and~d! comparet(E) computed
in this work with values derived from linea
muffin-tiv orbital ~LMTO! calculations ~Refs.
18,30! and two photon photoemission~2PPE! ex-
periments~Ref. 5!. Error bars for Au data~panel
b! account for the variations intLAPW needed
to obtain perfect agreement with BEES expe
mental spectra~panel a, solid squares! whereas
for the case of Pd~panel d!, these error bars re
flect changes intLAPW required to fit experi-
mental data reported for different metal thick
nesses~Ref. 11!.
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and
Brillouin ~WKB! approximation for the interface potentia
presented in Ref. 27, and we finally obtainV̂01(ki)
5(R1i

V̂01(R1i)3eikiR1i. From this analysis, we make th
following important observations: first, the magnitude
V̂01(R1i) decreases rather slowly with distance~e.g., only by
a factor of;2 between first- and second-nearest neighbo!
Ref. 31; second, the more the atoms are involved in
~real-space! tunneling process, the narrower the current d
tribution in ki space becomes. This is clearly shown in Fi
2~a,b! for the tunnel distribution at the surface and interfa
respectively, which should be compared to the broadki dis-
tributions of our previous work6 @the missing current contri
bution aroundki>0 is due to the Au propagation gaps alo
~111!, Ref. 19,28#.

Figure 3~a,c! shows our calculated BEES currents in co
parison with the experimental data of Refs. 10,11 for Au
and Pd/Si, respectively. We observe excellent agreemen
tween theory~solid lines! and experiment~symbols! for both
the material systems, which we consider a remarkable fi
ing in view of thefirst-principlescharacter of our analysi
~i.e., no fitted values! and of the entirely different scatterin
dynamics in Au and Pd. In Fig. 3~c! we show the BEES
spectrum for 46 Å of Pd on Si~111!; the very good agreemen
gives us strong confidence in our approach, in particu
since our BEES description is directly adopted from o
older Au/Si work.6,19,28with the improvement of more real
istic tunneling injection and the only exception of diffus
interface scattering, which we consider inevitable in view
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the poor Pd/Si interface quality.11 Taking into account mul-
tiple reflections at the interface, we reproduce the experim
tal data11 using the lifetime values computed in theab initio
LAPW-GW calculation. Moreover, using our calculated va
ues, we found agreement even for different Pd thicknes
with discrepancies of 10-20% when compared toI -V experi-
mental curves as reported in Ref. 11@see error bars in Fig
3~d!#. On the other hand, the agreement for Au/Si is also v
good. In Fig. 3~a! we show the BEES spectrum for 75 Å o
Au on Si~111!. Note that in previous BEES analysis, a su
stantially smallert(E) was needed to obtain agreement w
experiment.10 The small value of the BEES current, com
pared with the current injected from the STM tip (1nA) is
not just due to the attenuation caused by electron-elec
scatterings but indicate that an additional mechanism m
be at play. Here, the most likely candidate is the aforem
tioned narrowki distribution ~that we did not take into ac
count before! together with a strong degree ofki conserva-
tion at interface reflections/transmissions. In this situati
only a small portion of electrons, only those with appropria
energy and parallel momentum@see ellipses in Fig. 2~b!#, can
enter into the semiconductor. Finally, in Figs. 3~b,d! we com-
pare our calculated hot-electron lifetimes to other experim
tal and theoretical values reported in the literature. Qu
generally, all theoretical work has been based on dens
functional theory within the local-density approximation, b
different basis sets have been used, e.g., plane waves
norm-conserving pseudopotentials,8,29or linear muffin-tin or-
7-4
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bitals ~LMTO!.18 Comparing the latter LMTOt(E) values
with the present LAPW results, we observe a nice agreem
for Au but a discrepancy of about 20% for Pd. We attribu
this discrepancy to our improved description of the full p
tential, in contrast to the atomic sphere approximation of
LMTO method. As regards the experimental 2PPE lifetim
reported for Au, we observe approximately 40% larger v
ues in comparison to our theoretical results. The origin
this discrepancy, which has been already noted in the lit
ture, is not completely clear, but is probably related to
lack of a sufficiently sophisticated theoretical analysis co
prising all relevant details.

In conclusion, we have presented afirst-principlesanaly-
sis of hot-electron lifetimes for Au/Si and Pd/Si. We ha
n
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computed them within a LAPW-GW framework, and ha
used these values in a Keldysh Green’s function approach
the calculation of BEES currents. Excellent agreement
tween experiment and theory has been found for both Au
and Pd/Si, which we consider to be a remarkable finding
view of the different nature of scatterings in Au and Pd. W
thus believe that BEES is an ideal tool for the extraction
accuratet(E) values in metals, and hope that our work w
provide stimulus for future experimental studies.
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